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5

Abstract6

The liver is the multi-functional and vital organ of the body. It is found in the upper7

abdomen region of the vertebrates. Due to long-term damage, liver stops functioning properly8

which may lead to cirrhosis. This long-term damage occurred when scar tissue replaces the9

normal tissue of the liver. This disease develops slowly and has no early symptoms, but when10

it develops and become worse, then it leads to tiredness, itchiness, weakness, yellow skin,11

swelling in the lower legs, spider-like blood vessels and an easy bruise on the skin with fluid in12

the abdomen. The severe complications like bleeding dilated veins in esophagus or stomach,13

hepatic encephalopathy leading to confusion and unconsciousness and liver cancer may occur14

in the body. This review article is focusing on the effect of liver damage in the human body.15

16

Index terms— cirrhosis, splenomegaly, autoimmune hepatitis.17

1 Introduction18

irrhosis is the most common condition occurred due to hepatitis B & C, alcohol abuse and several other factors [1]19
. There are basically two types of liver cirrhosis, i.e. Alcoholic and nonalcoholic. Alcoholic cirrhosis may occur to20
those people who are having over a no. of years 2-3 alcoholic drinks per day [2] . Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease21
may occur due to following causes like-high blood pressure, high blood fats, diabetes, and overweight. Several22
medications, autoimmune hepatitis, hemochromatosis, gallstones, etc. are the less common causes of cirrhosis23
[2,3] .24

Liver biopsy, blood testing, and medical imaging are the basis for diagnosing liver cirrhosis. Hepatitis B may be25
prevented by vaccination [4] . Antiviral medications may treat Hepatitis B as well as C [5] . Steroid medications26
may treat Autoimmune hepatitis. If disease occurred due to a blocking of the bile ducts, then Ursodiol may be27
used for the treatment of this disease [4,5] .28

In hepatic encephalopathy, dilated esophageal or stomach veins, leg or abdominal swelling several medications29
may be used, and in severe cirrhosis only the option left is liver transplantation [5,6] . Many researchers have shown30
that mostly men die due to cirrhosis in comparison to women. Several studies have shown that in comparison31
to women mostly men die in the world [7] . Every year nearly 8000 people die because of liver damage and over32
800 people have liver transplantation [8] . The last stage of chronic liver disease may cause intense scarring of33
the liver is known as cirrhosis. It may occur due to toxins like alcohol and viral infections [9] . The liver is the34
large organ situated in the upper right side of the abdomen below the diaphragm. There are mainly two types of35
cirrhosis-compensated and decompensated [10] . The compensated cirrhosis has no signs or symptoms but have36
evidence of portal hypertension [11] . The decompensated cirrhosis has several complications like jaundice and37
also related to portal hypertension [10,11] . The function of the liver is to remove the waste product from the38
body but the damaged liver could not able to eliminate the waste product from the body, and thus the waste39
product may enter in the brain causing several problems like loss of consciousness, confusion, sleepy, tremors,40
etc. [12] Functions of the vital organ liver [13] It purifies blood and removes toxins like alcohol and bacteria from41
the body [13,14] .42

Cirrhosis is a word derived from a Greek word: ’kirrhos’ meaning ’yellowish’ and ’osis’ meaning ’condition’.43
It may affect approx 3 million people and due to this approx 1.5 million deaths have been occurred in the world44
[13,15] .45
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2 II.46

3 Causes47

There are various types of diseases and conditions which can cause cirrhosis. These may damage the entire liver.48
The most possible causes are [12, 14, 15] :? Alcohol abuse. ? Chronic hepatitis B & C.49

? Deposition of fat in the liver.50
? Accumulation of copper in the liver.51
? Galactosemia or glycogen storage disease.52

4 ? Deposition of iron in the body (hemochromatosis).53

? Genetic digestive disorder.54
? Autoimmune hepatitis.55
? Poor formation and destruction of bile ducts.56
? Syphilis.57
? Medications.58

5 III.59

6 Symptoms60

The signs and symptoms may not appear until a large area of the liver is damaged, and then the signs & symptoms61
may be:62

? Loss of appetite.63
? Nausea.64
? Fatigue.65
? Weight loss.66
? Swelling in legs.67
? Itching.68
? Bleeding.69
? Bruising [16,17] .70
IV.71

7 Diagnosis72

The detailed history, as well as physical examination can help in diagnosing liver cirrhosis [17] . The long exposure73
to alcohol abuse and hepatitis C, family background of autoimmune diseases and several other risk factors may74
be diagnosed by the patient’s history [13,18] . There are following signs which can be diagnosed by physical75
examination: Enlarged spleen and/or liver [17,18] .-76

V.77

8 Prevention78

The increased risk of cirrhosis may be reduced by taking care of the liver [11,16,17] .79

9 Do’s and don’ts if you have cirrhosis:80

-Don’t be alcohol abused. -Eat healthy food. -Don’t be obese or have weight-loss, have a healthy weight.81
-Decrease the risk of hepatitis B & C [15,18] .82

VI.83

10 Complications84

1. Portal hypertension (High blood pressure in the veins that transports blood to the liver). 2. Fluid accumulation85
in legs (edema) and the abdomen (ascites) may cause swelling in the abdomen and legs. 3. Bleeding due to fewer86
proteins for clotting. 4. Spleen enlargement (splenomegaly). 5. Medications sensitivity as liver functions for87
processing medications in the body. 6. Serious infections, weakness, weight loss, and malnutrition. 7. Bruising88
due to decreased clotting and low platelet count. 8. Toxins accumulating in the brain. 9. Jaundice and bone89
disease. 10. Liver cancer and liver failure. 11. Kidney failure [19,20,21] .90

11 VII.91

12 Treatment92

? Nitrates or beta-blockers [22] .93
? Intravenous antibiotics for treating peritonitis.94
? Hemodialysis.95
? Low protein diet.96
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? Stop drinking alcohol.97
? Stop medications, even over-the-counter ones without consulting the doctor. ? When all the treatments fail98

then the last option is liver transplantation [21,23] .99
VIII.100

13 Conclusion101

Cirrhosis is a dynamic process, and clinicians should treat all the complications related to cirrhosis. The disease102
progression and the requirement of liver transplantation should be avoided by early intervention. Now in the 21103
st century it is the biggest challenge to stop liver transplantation. Liver cirrhosis may be treated or prevented as104
it may lead to morbidity and it is the major cause of mortality.105
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